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Amanda Nichols Hess
e-Learning, Instructional 
Technology & Education 
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Why would 
librarians provide 

this kind of 
instruction?
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Our Rationale

Direct connections to the ACRL Framework
▰ Understanding what’s in a scholarly article to see 

scholarship as a conversation
▰ Recognizing that information has value by identifying 

how knowledge is presented in different ways
▰ Developing an appreciation for information creation as a 

process by seeing how the pieces of an article fit 
together

Is anyone else at 
your institution 

doing it?!

Association of College and Research Libraries. (2016). Framework for Information Literacy for Higher Education. Retrieved from 
http://www.ala.org/acrl/standards/ilframework 4

http://www.ala.org/acrl/standards/ilframework


Face-to-Face Instruction 
for Life & Physical 
Sciences
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The Basics

▰ Offered in Biological 
Sciences & Chemistry 
upper level courses
▻ In addition to trad. 

IL instruction
▰ Began in winter 2017

Poll 
Everywhere 
questions

Active 
learning 
exercise

Presentation
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Active learning exercise
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Initial Poll Everywhere Questions
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Presentation
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Presentation
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Presentation
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Final Poll Everywhere Question
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Summative Assessment (n = 31)
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Would face-to-face 
instruction be 

feasible at your 
institution?
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“ While this could be a helpful presentation, I was presented 
this information four months before graduation. At that point, 
it is too late. I already know how to read journal articles as I 
have probably read 50+ articles for my undergrad. She gave us 
tips that would be great for students who just started reading 
these, but it was unhelpful for me. I already knew to highlight 
or write on the article, discuss it, read it multiple times, look 
up unfamiliar terms. She did talk about unpacking the figure 
which was helpful. - BIO 4972 student
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Reading Scholarly 
Articles e-Course for All 
Disciplines
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OU Libraries’ Online Library Instruction

▰ Established practice of developing freestanding e-learning 
“courses”
▻ Using & Citing Sources (plagiarism)
▻ Copyright & You
▻ Research Unbound (intended for transfer students)

▰ Courses are self-enrollable, self-paced, and credentialed 
with badges of completion
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Online Tutorial Logistics

▰ 20 minutes to complete
▰ Three lessons, plus a final quiz
▰ Badge earned with a score of 80%+

▻ Does not expire!
▰ Lessons/quiz must be completed in order
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Describe the kinds of information you’ll find in 
scholarly and popular articles, and identify the 
differences between these kinds of resources.

Three overarching learning outcomes:

Explain strategies to read scholarly articles 
intentionally, and pick out the strategies that will be 

most useful as you read scholarly articles in your 
discipline.

Identify the sections of a scholarly article as well 
as the kinds of of information you can expect to 

find in each section.
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Lessons’ Learning Outcomes

Kinds of Information You’ll 
Encounter

▰ Describe the kinds of 
information you’ll find in a 
scholarly article.

▰ Describe the kinds of 
information you’ll find in a 
popular article.

▰ Identify the differences 
between a scholarly article and 
an article you might find in a 
popular source such as a 
newspaper, magazine, or 
website.

Dissecting Scholarly 
Articles

▰ Identify the sections of a 
scholarly article.

▰ Describe the kind of information 
you can expect to find in the 
different sections of a scholarly 
article.

Reading Scholarly Articles 
Efficiently

▰ Describe strategies to read 
scholarly articles meaningfully 
and intentionally.

▰ Identify which strategies will be 
useful for you to use as you read 
scholarly articles in your 
discipline.
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Content Development Process

▰ Worked from Joanna’s instructional outline and content
▻ Broadened to cover all disciplines

▰ Consulted with liaison librarians to find representative 
scholarly articles for their disciplines

▰ Used e-Learning best practices to guide content 
development
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Clark & Mayer (2011) advise using the:
▰ Multimedia principle: Words and examples of articles
▰ Contiguity principle: Content aligned with examples
▰ Personalization principle: Conversational text
▰ Segmenting & pre-training principle: Chunking content

Also, formative (in-lesson questions) and summative (final 
quiz) assessment

e-Learning Best Practices, in Practice

Clark, R. C., & Mayer, R. E. (2011). e-Learning and the Science of Instruction (3rd ed.). San 
Francisco: Pfeiffer
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Choose Your Own Adventure!
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Pilot testing and initial feedback

▰ e-Course full draft completed in December 2018
▰ Shared with library colleagues for feedback - 

suggestions included:
▻ PDF handout that students could download
▻ Making key ideas bold / clearer (very text-heavy)

▰ Pilot tested with library student employees
▻ Comments on timing, pacing, any errors!
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What kinds of 
e-Learning options 

exist at your 
institution?
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Winter 2019 Data
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Enrollment Data

Preliminary results from a very soft roll-out:
▰ 67 users earned the Reading Scholarly Articles badge

▻ 106 attempts at final quiz - 1.48 attempts/user
▰ Average score of first attempts: 79.6%
▰ Average score of final attempts: 92.2%
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Demographic Data

▰ 97 undergraduate 
attempts

▰ 4 graduate attempts
▰ 1 faculty member 

attempt
▰ 4 indicated no 

response
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Discovering the Online Tutorial

How students (and one faculty member) discovered the tutorial:

I was assigned this tutorial for a class 90%

Someone recommended this tutorial to me 6%

I found this tutorial through the library website 1%

No response 3%
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PERFORMANCE DATA
# correct Attempts

6 of 6 83

5 of 6 14

4 of 6 7

3 of 6 1

2 of 6 1

1 of 6 0

0 of 6 0
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PERFORMANCE 
DATA
77 correct attempts 
29 incorrect attempts
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PERFORMANCE DATA
# correct Attempts

4 of 4 47

3 of 4 1

2 of 4 32

1 of 4 18

0 of 4 8
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PERFORMANCE 
DATA

# correct Attempts

6 of 6 73

5 of 6 1

4 of 6 15

3 of 6 9

2 of 6 4

1 of 6 3

0 of 6 0
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PERFORMANCE 
DATA
98 correct attempts 
8 incorrect attempts



Ongoing updates and revisions

▰ Gathering informal feedback from disciplinary 
faculty to adapt course
▻ Including a metasynthesis article for one faculty

▰ Evolving technological options for delivering content
▻ Now: Limited number of branching options 

(combining disciplines)
▻ Looking forward: More flexibility in content 

delivery and responsiveness in design
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Important tension:
Is this e-course part of an 

instructional solution?
Or, is it the only instructional 

solution?
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How can this 
resource be a 

solution, rather than 
the only solution?  
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Continue / add to face-to-face 
instruction in sciences

Future Plans!

Review, revise, assess, evaluate

Market / promote in fall 2019
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Access the tutorial:
bit.ly/OU-ReadingScholarlyArticles
Guest username: sourcesgt
Guest password: libsrc



Thank you!
Joanna Thielen | jthielen@oakland.edu
Amanda Nichols Hess | nichols@oakland.edu
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